2009 RAVE Award Winners

Addition/Remodel Less Than 800SF: Tea2 Architects - Mediterranean Revival
Tom Ellison, AIA
Andrea Peschel Swan, AIA

Addition/Remodel Over 800SF: Albertsson & Hansen Architecture, Ltd. - Minnehaha Creek Addition
Todd Hansen, AIA
Christine Albertsson, AIA
Greta Trygstad

Addition/Remodel Over 800SF: Alchemy LLC - Bungalow Renovation
Geoffrey Warner, AIA

Addition/Remodel Over 800SF: Ecodeep - Haushome
Kevin Flynn, AIA, LEED AP
Roxanne Nelson, AIA, LEED AP
Joe Krumpelmann, AIA, LEED AP

New Residence Less Than 2000SF: Swan + Simmons Architecture, Ltd. - Swan Fish Camp
Andrea Peschel Swan, AIA
Charlie Simmons
Colby Mattson, Assoc. AIA

New Residence, 2000-3500SF: Altus Architecture + Design - Farquar Lake Residence
Tim Alt, AIA
Roger Cummelin, AIA
Chad Healy

Residence Over 3500SF: Altus Architecture + Design - Minnetonka Residence
Tim Alt, AIA
Roger Cummelin, AIA

Renovation Of A Loft: Thomas Whitcomb Architect, Inc. - Skybar
Thomas Whitcomb, AIA
Daniel Whittaker

Delightful Detail: CITYDESKSTUDIO - BookSTAIRCase
Ben Awes, AIA
Christian Dean, AIA
Bob Ganser, AIA